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Abstract: A two stage sub-µW Inverter-based switched-capacitor amplifier-filter is
presented which is capable of amplifying both spikes and Local Field Potentials (LFP)
signals. Here we employ a switched capacitor technique for frequency tuning and reducing
of 1/f noise of two stages. The reduction of power consumption is very necessary for neural
recording devices; however, in Switched Capacitor (SC) circuits OTA is a major building
block that consumes most of the power. Therefore an OTA-less technique utilizing a classC inverter is employed that significantly reduces the power consumption. A detailed
analysis of noise performance for the inverter-based SC circuits is presented. A
mathematical model useful for analysis of such SC integrators is derived and a good
agreement has been obtained between simulation and analytical results. With a supply
voltage of 0.7V and using 0.18 µm CMOS technology, this design can achieves a power
consumption of about 538 nW. The designed amplifier-filter has the gains 18.6 dB and 28.2
dB for low pass only and cascaded filter, respectively. By applying different sampling
frequencies, the filter attains a reconfigurable bandwidth.
Keywords: Amplifier-Filter,
Recording, Noise Analysis.

Inverter-Based

1 Introduction1
Recent studies in brain-machine interfaces has showed
that using local field potentials (LFPs) is necessary
especially when chronically implanted microelectrodes
functionality decays for recording unit-spike activity
[1]. Multi-channel microprobes have the capability of
recording both spike trains and LFPs. Spike signals
have bandwidths of 200 Hz to 5 KHz and amplitude
levels up to ±500 µV, while LFPs bandwidth is 10 Hz to
100 Hz and their amplitudes reaches up to ±5mV [2].
Because of their different characteristics it is difficult to
have a stand-alone, small-scale system for
simultaneously record them. For the simultaneous
recording of both neural signals, the amplifier must
have a high dynamic range, which can be limited by the
noise performance of an ADC [3].
For recording this signals, a new architecture that
uses a two-stage amplifier structure as shown in Fig. 1,
has been introduced in [3].
The first stage is a low-pass SC biquad filter with
the amplification of 10 times for LFPs and the second
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stage is a band-pass SC biquad filter with an additional
amplification of 10 times for spikes recording. Each
stage bandwidth is reconfigurable by using different
sampling clock frequencies. To reduce the 1/f noise it
uses the chopper modulation at high frequencies. In
their design, operational transconductance amplifier
(OTA) is used as an active feedback element in the SC
biquad filters.
However, OTA consumes most of the power in SC
circuits, and it is difficult to design low-voltage and
low-power OTAs in scaled CMOS technologies [4, 5].
This paper uses the architecture shown in Fig. 1, but
instead of OTA a class-C inverter is applied which
enables the design of low-voltage and low-power filters.
With this technique the power consumption can be
reduced by about 120 times less than that of [3].

Fig. 1 The proposed system architecture for neural recording
in [3].
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The inverters firstly used in SC circuits by [6, 7] and
because of their attractive properties for designing lowvoltage and low-power circuits, again attract attentions
[8-11]. The effect of non-idealities such as finite DCgain and parasitic is considered for the delta-sigma (ΔΣ)
modulators [4]. Although the intrinsic noise of inverters
has discussed, but a detailed analysis of entire noise in
an inverter-based SC integrator (which is an important
block in many SC circuits) does not exist. This paper
presents a detailed analysis of entire noise in an
inverter-based SC integrator due to both switches and
inverter intrinsic noise. In addition, this paper also
provides design guidelines to minimize noise in an
inverter-based SC integrator. A mathematical model
useful for analysis of such integrators is derived and a
good comparison is obtained between simulation and
analytical technique.
Principle operation of SC circuits that uses a class-C
inverter instead of OTA is explored in section 2 and a
detailed analysis of noise is presented in section 3. In
section 4 the design procedure of the circuit is
explained. The simulation results are presented in
section 5, and finally the section 6 provides the
conclusion.
2 Operation of Inverter-Based SC Circuits
2.1 Inverter-Based SC Integrators
Fig. 2 illustrates a typical SC integrator that uses an
OTA as an active element to perform a negative
feedback. It has two non-overlapping phase clocks:
sampling ( φ1 ) and integrating phase ( φ 2 ). In sampling
phase, input signal (vI) is sampled to sampling capacitor
(CS) and during the φ 2 phase the charge is transferred
from CS to integrating capacitor (CI). Due to the
feedback configuration, the node VG forms a virtual
ground.
Instead of using an OTA, a simple logic inverter can
be used as an active element in SC circuits. In [4] a
structure for inverter-based SC integrator was proposed
that uses an auto-zeroing technique to form a virtual
ground, as shown in Fig. 3(a). During the sampling
phase φ1 , the offset voltage of inverter (VOFF) is sampled
in CC. In the φ 2 phase, due to the negative feedback, VX
should be equal to VOFF; therefore VG can form a virtual
ground.
Fig. 3(b) shows the pseudo-differential inverterbased SC integrator, with Common Mode Feedback
(CMFB), proposed in [4]. During the φ1 phase, the
CMFB capacitors (CM) are discharged and during the
φ 2 phase they form a common mode feedback loop
whose gain is defined by CM /CI ratio. In the design of
differential Low-Pass-Filter (LPF) and Band-Pass-Filter
(BPF) biquads we use this architecture that will be
explained more in Section 4.

Fig. 2 Typical SC integrator using OTA.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3 The inverter-based SC integrator, proposed in [4]. (a)
Single-ended. (b) Pseudo-differential.

2.2 Class-C Inverters
According to the applied supply voltage, the pushpull inverters are classified into class-AB and class-C
inverters. If the supply voltage (VDD) is chosen so as to
VDD > VTN +VTP in which VTN and VTP are the threshold
voltages of NMOS and PMOS transistors, respectively,
the inverter behaves as a class-AB amplifier. In this
case, the static short circuit current is much more than
that of class-C inverters in which VDD is chosen lower
than the sum of transistors threshold voltages, namely
VDD < VTN +VTP. Class-C inverters have much more
DC-gain than class-AB inverters; however, the gainbandwidth product of class-AB inverters is much better
[4]. The class-C inverter is a suitable case for low
voltage and low power design especially in the above
mentioned application, where the signal frequencies are
not so high. We use class-C inverters in SC LPF and
BPF biquads that will be described in section 4.
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3 Noise Analysis
3.1 Inverter Intrinsic Noise
The Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the thermal
noise current in an MOS transistor can be expressed
[12-14] as:
Sni ,therm ( f ) = 4kT γ gm, ⎡ A 2 / Hz ⎤
(1)
⎣
⎦
where is 2/3 and 1/2 for transistors operating in
saturation and weak inversion mode, respectively.
Assuming, for the simple class-c inverter shown in Fig.
4(a), both transistors have the same trans-conductance
gm . The equivalent PSD of thermal current noise
( Sni ,eq ( f ) ) is the sum of NMOS and PMOS current
noise PSDs, i.e. Sni, N ( f ) and Sni, P ( f ) (Fig. 4(b)).
Sni,eq ( f ) = Sni, N ( f ) + Sni, N ( f ) = 4kTgm, ⎡ A 2 / Hz ⎤ (2)
⎣
⎦
Therefore, the input-referred voltage PSD noise of
the inverter, denoted by S nv,eq ( f ) (Fig. 4(c)), is thus
kT ⎡ 2
(3)
, V / Hz ⎤ .
⎦
gm ⎣
It is noteworthy to mention the flicker noise has
much lower effect than thermal noise due to aliasing of
thermal noise and the used auto-zeroing technique,
cancels out the low frequency flicker noise [14].
Snv,eq ( f ) =

3.2 Analysis of Noise in an Iinverter-Based SC
Integrator
Analysis of entire noise in an inverter-based SC
integrator requires both sampling ( φ1 ) and integrating
( φ 2 ) phases to consider. In addition, there are two
different noise sources in each phase: inverter intrinsic
noise and on-resistance thermal noise of switches.

where the DC gain G0 = 1 +

CS
CI

and the output

C I CS
.
C I + CS
Therefore, the total integrated noise power can be
expressed as:

capacitance Cout = CL +

∞

2

Vn2,out = ∫ Vn2,eq ( f ) H1 ( j 2π f ) df =
1

0

kT G0
.
2 Cout

(5)

Eq. (5) indicates that increasing C S and CI so that
the ratio of them (also G 0 ) remains unchanged, cause
the lower output-referred noise due to the intrinsic
inverter noise.
b) Effect of On-Resistance Thermal Noise of Switches
The two switches that appear ON in this phase (i.e.
S 4 and S 5 ) are modeled as Ron 4 and Ron 5 . Each one
generates a white noise PSD equal to 4kTRon (Fig. 5).
Since, the noise sources are uncorrelated, the transfer
function from each one to the output can be find
separately to find the contribution of each one on the
entire output noise power. Hereafter, it is assumed both
switches have the same Ron for simplicity.
The Transfer functions from Vn, S and Vn, S
5

4

approximately can be expressed as Eq. (6) and Eq. (7),
respectively.

3.2.1 Integrating Phase
Fig. 5 shows the equivalent circuit of the integrator
under integrating phase. R out denotes the output
resistance of inverter and the C L accounts both the
parasitic and the next stage capacitors.
a) Effect of Inverter Intrinsic Noise
Firstly, we analyze the effect of inverter intrinsic
noise at the integrator output while neglecting the onresistance of two switches S4 and S5.
It is evident that V 1 is equal to the voltage division
of Vn,out across C S and CI plus Vn,eq (i.e.

Fig. 4 A simple inverter with (a) device nosies, (b) equivalent
output-reffered current and (c) equvalent input-reffered
voltage noise sources.

V1 = Vn,eq + Vout ⎡⎣C I / ( C I + CS ) ⎤⎦ ). Applying the KCL at

the output node and assuming large enough Rout , the

transfer function H ( s ) can be derived as:
H1 ( s ) =
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Vn,out ( s )
Vn,eq ( s )

=

G0
⎛C G ⎞
1 + s ⎜ out 0 ⎟
⎝ 2 gm ⎠

(4)
Fig. 5 Equivalent circuit of the integrator under integrating
phase.
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H2 ( s) =

Vout ( s )
≈
Vn, S5

1
C I + CS
+ 4 RonCL s
1 + 2CL
C I CS

(6)

Vout ( s )
1
(7)
≈
CI + CL ⎞
CI ⎛
Vn, S4
s
+ RonCI +
2 gm ⎟⎠
CS ⎜⎝
Thus, the total integrated noise power at the output
due to each one is given by:
H3 ( s ) =

∞

Vn2,out = ∫ Vn2, S
2

5

0

kT
.
=
4CL
Vn2,out
3

=

∞

∫

0

Vn2, S
4

( f ) H 3 ( j 2π f )

5

(8)

2

df

(9)
CS Ron
CI 2 R + 1 ⎛ 1 + CL ⎞
on
2 gm ⎜⎝ CI ⎟⎠
From Eq. (9), it can be noted that the effect of Vn, S4
=

kT

∞

Vn2,out = ∫ Vn2, S

2

( f ) H 2 ( j 2π f ) df

1
C + CS
1 + 2CL I
C I CS

However for having some useful insight for designing
purpose, several simplification has made and finally it
can be approximated as
V (s)
1
≈
. (12)
H 5 ( s ) = out
CL
Vn, S2
+ 4 gmRon + 2 RonCL s
1+
CC
Therefore, the approximated total integrated output
noise power due to Vn,S2 will be

.

on the output can be neglected if gmRon>>1.
3.2.2 Sampling Phase
a) Effect of Intrinsic Inverter Noise
The equivalent circuit under sampling phase ( φ1 ) is
shown in Fig. 6(a). Under assumption that the switches
have very low on-resistance, the transfer function from
inverter intrinsic noise to the output can be expressed
the same as (4) whereas CI → ∞ , (Fig. 6(b)).
Therefore, the total integrated output noise power
due to inverter intrinsic noise, can be derived as:
kT
(10)
.
Vn2,out =
4
2 ( CL + Cc )

0

≈

kT
.
2CL

2

( f ) H 5 ( j 2π f )

df

(13)

1
1+

2

CL
+ 4 gmRon
CC

.

Using the approximated transfer function (14) the
total integrated noise power due to the thermal noise of
switch S 3 can be written as Eq. (15).
V (s)
H 6 ( s ) = out
≈
Vn, S3

1
CL
+ 2 RonCL s
1+
CC

∞
kT
2
Vn2,out = ∫ Vn2, S ( f ) H 6 ( j 2π f ) df =
.
6
3
2CL
0

(14)

1
(15)
C
1+ L
CC

(a)

It is clear that increasing the Cc can be reduced the
effect of inverter intrinsic noise on the total output
noise.
b) Effect of On-Resistance Thermal Noise of Switches
In this case, the three switches S 1 , S 2 and S 3 become
ON and have contribution on integrator overall noise
performance.
Fig. 6(c) shows the equivalent circuit for deriving
the effect of S 1 thermal noise in which Z 1 denotes the
parallel impedance looking into the circuit. Practically,
Ron 2 is too small so that Z 1 has no effect. Thus, the
total integrated noise appeared across Cs can be written
as:
kT
Vn2,C =
.
S
2CS

(11)

The transfer function from output to Vn, S2 has a
complicated expression that cannot be solved easily.

(b)

(c)
Fig. 6 (a) Equivalent circuit of the integrator under sampling
phase in adition to various noise sources. (b) The simplified
circuit for analying the effect of inverter intrinsic noise and (c)
the equivalent circuit for deriving the effect of S1 on-resistance
thermal noise on the entire noise behaviour.
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Table 1 The Capacitor Values Used in Simulation.

Fig. 7 The overall noise model for the inverter-based SC
integrator.

Form both Eqs. (13) and (15) it can be found that,
increasing the CL/CC ratio (if it is possible) can be
reduced the effect of Vn, S2 and Vn, S3 on the total output
noise power.
3.2.3 The Overall Noise Model
Fig. 7 shows the overall noise model for the
inverter-based SC integrator. It consists of two noise
sources, the total noise power on Cs which is obtained
by Eq. (11) and Vno,eq denotes the sum of all integrated
noise powers given as follows.
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Vno
,eq = Vn ,out + Vn,out + Vn,out + Vn,out + Vn,out + Vn,out (16)
1

2

3

4

5

6

Thus, from this model the total output-referred noise
PSD can be obtained as:
2
(17)
Stotal ( f ) = S n,CS ( f ) H ( z ) + S no,eq ( f )
where H ( z ) is the transfer function of the integrator.
Since both noise sources in the model Fig. 7 are
sampled with sampling frequency f s , the PSDs in Eq.

(17) should computed as S x = 2.Vx2 / f s in which Vx can
be both Vn,Cs and Vno,eq .
Finally, integrating S total over the entire bandwidth
gives the total output-referred noise Eq. (18).
Vn2,out

∞

= ∫ Stotal ( f ) df

(18)

Capacitor

CS

CI

CL

CC

Value (fF)

500

250

100

1000

4 Circuit Design Procedures
4.1 Switched Capacitor Low Pass Filter
In order to realize a low pass filter stage, a secondorder biquad SC circuit was chosen. Fig. 8 illustrate a
fully differential SC low pass stage as a Chebyshev
type-I filter which uses class-C inverters instead of
OTA. The inverters’ power supply and simulated DCgain are 0.7 V and 32.9 dB, respectively, while their
static current is only 77.3 nA. The switched capacitors
have two non-overlapping clocks φ1 and φ2. The transfer
function of this filter can be written as:
−80 f s 2

H (s) =

(19)
s2 + fs s + 8 fs2
where fs is the sampling frequency. By applying
different sampling frequencies, it is clear that the filter
can be made tunable.
The low pass stage plays two different roles. When
we are interested in LFP signals, it is a low pass filter
with about 80Hz bandwidth and 1 KSamples/sec
sampling frequency. However, when the system wants
to record spikes, this stage works as a gain stage with
bandwidth of about 8 KHz and 100 KSamples/sec
sampling frequency.
4.2 Switched-Capacitor Band -Pass Filter
To allow spikes only and to prevent the lowfrequency signals, a band-pass filter is applied for the
second stage. Similar to the low-pass stage, the band
pass stage is a fully differential second-order inverterbased biquad SC circuit, as shown in Fig. 9. The transfer
function of this stage is given as follows
H (s) =

2

s +

−2.5 f s s
1 f s+ 1 f 2
4 s
50 s

(20)

0

3.2.4 Evaluation
For evaluation purpose the SC inverter-based
integrator shown in Fig. 3(a) is simulated using Cadence
Spectre. The capacitor values are given in Table 1. The
inverter has a 0.7 V power supply which both NMOS
and PMOS transistors have the W / L equal to 12/0.18
μm.
The simulated integrator has a bandwidth of 1.5
KHz and the total integrated output noise of
3.64 × 10 −9 V 2 which is nearly the same as the
calculated value of 3.57 × 10−9 V 2 (assuming gmRon
>>1).
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Fig. 9 Diifferential
implementatioon.

invverter-based

SC

band

p
pass

is the samppling frequeency. With 100
where fs
KSample/secc sampling frrequency, the filter has abbout
4.5 KHz banndwidth whosse the center frequency is 1.8
KHz. By appplying differrent samplingg frequencies the
cut-off frequuencies can be made reconfiigurable.
4.3 Halff-Clock Delayy
In order to cascade tw
wo stages, a halfh
delay clock
stage is needed to breakk the continuoous loop andd to
reduce the looading effect of the stagess. Thus a sim
mple
stage such ass one introducced in [9] (shoown in Fig. 100) is
located betw
ween output annd input lines of LPF and BPF
B
stages.
4.4 Clock Bootstrappin
ng
When thee supply voltaage is reduceed the switch onresistance inccreases, thus in
i order to haave an adequattely
low switch resistance inn low voltagee era, the clock
voltage shouuld be bootsstrapped beyyond the suppply
voltage range. For this reaason we use thhe clock boossted
driver in [15]] as illustratedd in Fig. 11.
5 Simulatioon Results
For evaluating the performance
p
o the propoosed
of
circuits, sim
mulations weere performeed in Cadeence
Spectre. Thee circuit was designed
d
with 0.18-µm CM
MOS
technology. With a 0.7 V supply voltage, the systtem
consumes only
o
538 nW
W power (eexcluding clock
generation) which
w
is veryy suitable for neural recordding
application. A class-C invverter having 32.9
3
dB DC-ggain
and 77.3 nA static current is used in botth stages.
The trannsfer functionn of low paass stage forr 1
KSamples/seec sampling frequency
fr
is illustrated in Fig.
F
12(a). The loow pass cut-ooff frequency is 90 Hz witth a
DC gain of 18.6
1
dB whichh senses the LFP
L signals. Fig.
F
12(b) shows the transfer function
f
of thhe low pass sttage
o 100 KSam
mples/sec. In this
for samplingg frequency of
case this stagge is only a gain
g
stage forr spike signalss. It
demonstratess 8.4 KHz cuut-off frequenncy and 17.8 dB
DC gain. Fig. 13 illustrrates the sim
mulated cascaaded

staage, transfer function w
with 100 KSamples/sec
K
c
sam
mpling frequeency.
The pass bannd is in the rannge between 680 Hz and 5
KH
Hz and the center frequenncy is located
d at 1.8 KHzz
witth the pass bannd gain 28.2 ddB.
Using PNOIISE tool in C
Cadence Specctre, the totall
integrated input referred noisse of the systeem, computedd
as 6.42 µVrms with
w 8.4 KHz nnoise bandwiidth. This cann
be translating as
a 70.1 nV / Hz input noise
n
densityy
witth 8.4 KHz nooise bandwidthh.
Fig. 14 show
ws the frequenncy response of the system
m
forr three differeent supply volltages. As sho
own, it is nott
verry sensitive to
t the variatiion of the su
upply voltagee
sho
owing that the design is roobust and cou
uld be a goodd
cho
oice for neuraal recording syystems.
Table 2 suummarizes thhe specificatiion of somee
reccently publishhed neural aamplifiers. The presentedd
stru
ucture has quuite good poower consump
ption. But inn
com
mparison to other workks, it has a good noisee
perrformance.
6 Conclusionss
The large number
n
of cchannels in multichannell
microprobes andd, the implanttation of the system in thee
bod
dy, necessitaate a low ppower design
n for neurall
reccording appliccations. It has been shown that
t the OTA-lesss inverter-baased techniqque greatly satisfies thiss
req
quirement soo that a suub-µW system
m which iss
com
mposed of tw
wo stages hhas been desiigned. Usingg
sw
witched capacittor technique enables the adjustable
a
cut-offf frequency of the systeem by apply
ying differentt
sam
mpling frequencies, so thhat both LFP and spikee
sig
gnals could bee filtered and amplified. Allso, a detailedd
anaalysis of noisee performancee for the inverrter-based SC
C
circuits has beeen presentedd. A mathem
matical modell
useeful for analyysis of such SC integrato
ors has beenn
derrived and a goood comparisoon between siimulation andd
anaalytical techniique has been obtained.

Fig
g. 10 A simple half-clock
h
delayy stage [8].

Fig
g. 11 Boosted cllock driver [15]].
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Fig.13 Cascaded transfer function at 100 KSamples/sec.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 12 Low pass stage transfer function at (a)
1KSamples/sec, (b) 100 KSamples/sec.

Fig. 14 Frequency response of cascaded filter by different
supply voltages.

Table 2 Performance Comparison

1

Specification

[16]

[17]

[18]

[19]

[3]

This work1

Supply voltage (V)

1.8~3.3

1.8

3

1

1.6

0.7

Power/channel (µW)

2

225

15

3.77

69

0.538

Gain (dB)

41/50.5

59.5

48~68

45.7/49.3/53.7/60.5

19.1/37.5

18.6/28.2

High-pass corner (Hz)

0.05/0.4/2.5

10~100

0.01~70

0.23~217

100~660

680

Low-pass corner (Hz)

180

9.1k

500~5k

7.8k

80~8k

90~8.4k

Input referred noise (µVrms)

0.95

8

7

4.43

2.36

6.42

Input-noise density ( nV / Hz )

95

83.9

99

40.4

26.4

70.1

Technology (µm)

0.8

0.5

0.35

0.35

0.18

0.18

Although this may not a fair comparison, this results are simulated results, whereas the others are measured ones.
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